This course enables decision makers with a powerful tool on forecasting project costs. Learn how simulation-based decisions are superior in improving cost information and cost control. A scalable toolkit for decision-making in an uncertain business-environment.

Monte Carlo 21st - 22nd June 2018

Using Monte Carlo Simulations for improving:

- Cost-based decision-making
- Cost control
- Capital budgeting decision-making

Top speakers

- Prof. Dr. Michael Burkert, University of Fribourg

What our students said

- The method that was explained in this module is very interesting
- In my opinion, dealing with uncertainty is a key competence to learn in this EMBA
- I had the chance to get new tools for my job

Course location: iimt - University of Fribourg
Course fee: CHF 1’400.--
Course language: English
Registration: www.iimt.ch or iimt@unifr.ch